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1. INTRODUCTION 
The mountain pass theorem ofAmbrosetti andRabinowitz [ 1 ]has been 
applied frequently in order to establish theexistence of critical points for 
functionals. In this lemma one considers a C’function 
where X is a real Banach space, satisfying the conditions 
(1) there exist two numbers R > 0 and a such that Z(x) >a for every 
XES, := {xEX: llxll = R}; 
(2) Z(0) <a and Z(e)<a for some e with llell > R.
With an additional compactness condition of Palais-Smale type it then 
follows that he function Z has a critical point x,, #0, e with critical value 
c 2 a. 
In essence, this critical value occurs because 0 and e are low points on
either side of the “mountain” S,, so that between 0 and e there must be a 
lowest critical point, or“mountain pass.” 
In this paper we show that if X has finite dimension then condition (2)
can be weakened and replaced by 
(2’) Z(0) < a and Z(e) <a for some e with llell > R.
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In other words, the mountain separating 0 and e may even be assumed of 
“zero” altitude andthe conclusion s still true; moreover (as we shall show) 
if c= a the critical point can be chosen with llx,,ll = R. 
It is interesting o ask whether this extension of the Ambrosetti- 
Rabinowitz theorem remains true in the infinite-dimensional case. We 
prove here that if (1) is strengthened a little, to the form 
(1’) there exist real numbers u, r, R such that 0< r < R and I(x) >a 
for every x E A := {X E X: Y < llxll < R}, 
then (2’) is sufficient to yield, even in the infinite-dimensional case, the 
existence of a critical point x0, different from 0and e, with critical value 
c > a. Moreover, ifc= a the critical point can be chosen with r< I/x0/I < R.
Roughly speaking, in brief, the mountain pass theorem continues to hold 
for amountain of zero altitude, provided italso has non-zero thickness; in 
addition, if c =a, the “pass” itself occurs precisely on the mountain-i.e., 
satisfying r < llroll < R.
There are two interesting and immediate corollaries. Th  first one says 
that a C’ function which as IWO local minimum points also has a third 
critical point. The second states that au-periodic C’ function with alocal 
minimum ehas a critical point x,, #e + ku, k= 0, + 1, +2 ,.... 
The precise statements of he above results will be given in the next sec- 
tions. The proof depends upon a lemma of Clark [3], formulated h re in a 
version suitable to our purpose. In Section 3 some applications are presen- 
ted for the forced pendulum equation. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall consider a real Banach space X and a function I: X-t W of class 
C’ := C’(X, a). It will be convenient to let Zk denote the set {xEX: 
Z(x) <k}, where kis a real number. 
The main results depend upon the following 
LEMMA. Let E be a subset of X and k a positive number such that 
I,nE#@. Define 
,!? := {x E X: dist (x, E) < 1). 
Then the set I, n E contains a point y where ither 
I(y)<0 or IlZ’(~)ll < 2k. 
Prooj We follow a method ue to Clark [3, pp. 67-681. 
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By a lemma of Palais there exists a Cl- pseudo-gradient vector v:K -+ X 
for the function I. Here K denotes the set of points inX such that Z’(x) # 0
and v has the specific properties: 
(4 IM4ll GWWll~ (b) <r(x)> v(x)> 2 IlW)l12> 
for all xE K. 
We define V: K+X by V(x)= -u(x)/llv(x)ll. Thus VE C’- and 
II V(x)11 = , for all xE K. 
Now assume that ilZ’(x)ll B 2k for every XE Z,n i?. Let z be a point in 
Zk n E, which we hold fixed inwhat follows, andlet (r =a(t) be the solution 
of the initial v ue problem 
da( t&it = V(a( t)), a(0) =z. 
We assert that e can be continued at least until t = 1 and that a(t) E 
Zk n E for all tE [0, 1). 
To see this, wefirst observe that zis in Z,n,!? and hence also in K, so 
that V(a(0)) iswell defined. Furthermore, since Z,nE is open, it is clear 
that he solution (T exists insome interval [0,T], T > 0, with 6(t) E Zk n ,!? 
for every tE [0, T]. We now consider the subinterval Y of(0, 1) consisting 
of all T with this property. 
The set Y is both open and closed relative to (0, 1). Indeed, bythe stan- 
dard theory of the initial v ue problem, Y is obviously open. To see that 
Y is closed in(0, 1) we observe that for tE [0, T], TE F-, we have 
f (41)) = - (r(dt)), 44~)Yllv(4~))ll> 
G - 11~~~~~~~112/11~(~~~))11 < - lV’(4t lWd -k
and 
f lb(f)- II \ (I& z < J&)-z) = IIV(o(t))ll = 1. /(
HenceZ(a(T))<k-kTand Ilo(zl/<T<l. 
Now let (T,);= 1be a sequence inY converging to some To E (0, 1). 
Thus, for each n = 1, 2,... we get Z(a(T,J)<k-kl and Ilo(zll GL, 
where Iand L denote the inlimum and the supremum of the sequence, 
respectively. Clearly 0 <I < L < 1. Since Ilo( T,,) - o( T,)ll < I T,, - T,( for 
every n, m = 1, 2,..., it follows that (u( T,)),“= 1 is a Cauchy sequence, with 
limit y EZk n E. Defining a( T,,) = y, we see that eis a solution on the inter- 
val [0, To]. This hows that Y is closed in(0, 1). 
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It follows that 9 = (0, 1) and so the solution D exists atleast for 
t E [0, 1), with a(t) E Zk n E. Clearly 
Z(o(t))=Z(a(O))+ j-$(o(t))dt<(k-e)-kt; 
for some E > 0. Choose t= 1 - &/2k. Then the corresponding point y = a(t) 
is in Ik n E and satisfies Z(y)6 -e/2 <0. 
Now suppose that I(x) >0 for all xE Zk n ,!? In this case it is impossible 
by the above argument tohave III’(x)/ > 2k for all xE Zk n E. Therefore, 
there is a point y in Zk n ,!? where IlZ’( y)II <2k. This completes heproof. 
We now turn to our main result, complementing theAmbrosetti- 
Rabinowitz theorem for mountains with zero altitude. 
THEOREM 1. Let I satisfy the following conditions: 
(C,) there xist numbers a, r, R such that 0< r < R and Z(x) > a for 
every XEA := {xEX: r-c /lx/l CR); 
(C,) I(0) Q a and Z(e) < a for some e with /IelI 2 R; 
(C,) any sequence (x,),“=, inX such that 1(x,) + limit >a and 
I’(x,) + 0 possesses a convergent subsequence. 
Then there exists a critical point x,, in X, different from0 and e, with critical 
value c2 a; in addition x0E A when c = a. 
Proof: Let G:={~EC([O, 11,X): g(O)=O, g(l)=e}. For geG we 
have 
max I(g(t)) > a, 
O<f<l 
and thus 
inf max I(g(t))=caa. 
gcGO<t<l 
There are now two cases to consider: c> a and c= a. Without loss of 
generality we may suppose a = 0. 
If c>O, then we can use the original proof of Ambrosetti and 
Rabinowitz [ 1 ]to show that cis a critical value of I. Indeed, even though 
their hypotheses aredifferent thenours, it is only the condition c > 0which 
is required for their p oof. Moreover, in this case, itis easily seen that he 
corresponding critical point x0 must be different from 0and e. 
If c= 0, we have to apply another method, involving the previous 
lemma. 
Let A’ be the annulus (x E X: r’ < llxll CR’}, with 0< r < r’ -c R’ < R. We 
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may suppose that R’ - r’ >3, if necessary by replacing Z(x) by Z(Ax) for 
some appropriate A > 0. 
Consider the set 
E := (x E X: r’ + 1 < llxll < R’ - 1) 
together with a fixed number k> 0. We shall show that Z,n E is non- 
empty. With this aim in mind, we note that here exists some path gE G 
such that Z(g(t)) < k for every tE [0, 11. By continuity of t + I( g( t)ll, and 
the fact hat IIg(O)l/ =O, ljg(e)ll > R’ there is a value toe [0, l] such that 
g( to) EE. Thus we conclude that g( to) EZk n E, that is, Zk n E is non-empty. 
Therefore, since in the present context wehave E = A’ and Z(x) >0 for 
x E A’, the above lemma implies the xistence of a point y in the set Z, n A’ 
such that IlZ’(y)ll < 2k.
Because k >0 is arbitrary, choosing the sequence (2-“),“= 1 for the values 
k, we deduce the xistence of a sequence (x,);= I in A’ with 
0 <Z(x,)<2-", Ilr(&)ll < 2 -n, n = 1, 2,.... 
The condition (C,) allows u to extract from (x,),“=i a subsequence con- 
verging tosome x0 E cl A’ c A. By the regularity of Z it is easily seen that 
Z(x,) = 0 and Z’(x,) = 0. 
Remark. The compactness condition (C,) used above is essentially 
equivalent to the Palais-Smale compactness hypothesis (13) in [l]. 
In the case c= a, there are an infinite number of critical points inA, 
since the above arguments apply in any subannulus of A. 
Moreover, ifin condition (C 1) the inequality Z(x) 2a is replaced by 
Z(x)>a, then the conclusion ca be strengthened to say that here is a 
critical point with critical value c> a. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf condition (C,) holds and if Z has two different local 
minimum points, then Zpossesses a third critical point. 
ProoJ By changing variables w  may assume that he local minimum 
point with igher value falls atthe origin. If both values are the same, 
either can be used for this purpose. The other will then be denoted bye, so 
that llell > 0 and Z(e) <Z(O). 
By definition of a local minimum point, wecan find an open ball B, 
with center 0 and radius R,0 <R < Ilell, such that Z(x) 2Z(0) for xE B,. 
The result now follows from Theorem 1, by choosing r =R/2. (Note that 
the critical value at the third critical point is greater than or equal to Z(O), 
that is, at least aslarge as either local minimum.) 
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3. PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
For v-periodic fun tions thePalais-Smale condition (C,) generally fails, 
since ritical sets are not compact. Accordingly, to study the mountain pass 
theorem in this case we introduce th following weaker compactness con- 
dition. 
(C;) Let (x,);=, be a sequence inX such that 
Z(x,) + limit, I’(x,) -+ 0. 
Then there xist integers (k,),“= 1 such that he sequence (x, + k,u),“= 1 con- 
tains a convergent subsequence. 
It follows at once that he limit value of Z(x,) must be a critical value of 
2. Indeed we can suppose without loss of generality that x, + k, v + y E X 
for some sequence ofintegers k,.But then, since Z is assumed to be v- 
periodic andof class C’, 
Z(y) =lim Z(x, +k, v) = lim Z(x,) = b 
Z’(y)=limZ’(x,+k,v)=limZ’(x,)=O 
so that bis a critical value of 1. 
Moreover, ifthe sequence (x,);= 1 in (C;) is bounded, then it possesses a 
convergent subsequence, for then the integers k, uch that x, + k,u +y 
must be bounded. We then have k, = k for some subsequence, and so 
x, -+ y - kv on this ubsequence. 
THEOREM 1’. Let Z be v-periodic in Theorem 1, and suppose that con- 
ditions (C,), (C,), (C;) hold. Then there xists a critical point x0 in X, dif 
ferent from 0, e and their periodic translates, with critical value c > a. 
Moreover if c = a we can suppose that x0 E A. 
Proof: We proceed asfor Theorem 1. The original proof of Ambrosetti 
and Rabinowitz applies unchanged when c > a, using only the weak com- 
pactness condition that when Z(x,) + c, Z’(x,) + 0then cmust be a critical 
value of Z (see [2]). On the other hand, when c= a the sequence 
(x,),“=~ which we have constructed is bounded, somust contain a con- 
vergent subsequence as noted above. Thus the demonstration of Theorem 1
given in the last section carries over immediately to the present case, and 
Theorem 1’ is proved. 
COROLLARY 1'. Zf Z is v-periodic forsome v E X and admits a local 
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minimum e, then condition (C;) implies the existence of a critical point x0 
different from e + kv, k = 0, + 1, + 2 ,.... 
Proof. Clearly Z takes its local minimum at each point e+ kv, 
k = 0, zt 1, -L-2,.... Usingthe proof of Corollary 1 for the two points e and 
e + v, the conclusion f llows directly from Theorem 1’. 
EXAMPLE. In [4] Mawhin and Willem have studied a variational 
problem for periodic solutions f the forced pendulum equation. Their for- 
mulation i volves a v-periodic fun tion Z defined in the Hilbert space H’ of 
absolutely continuous f nctions x: [0, 7’1 + W”, where v# 0 is a constant 
function in H’. They show that Zhas an absolute minimum x0 and also 
satisfies th  Palais-Smale condition (C;). It follows immediately from 
Corollary 1’ that here is another critical point x, of Z different from 
x0 + kv, k = 0, f 1, f 2 ,.... This critical point accordingly yields a second 
independent solution of the forced pendulum equation i their setting, a 
result which they obtain bya somewhat less direct method. 
4. A FINITE-DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATION 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that X has finite dimension a d Z verifies the 
assumptions: 
(A,) there xist wo numbers r> 0 and a such that Z(x) > a for every 
XES, := {x&f: llxll = R}; 
(A2) Z(0) da and Z(e) < a for some e with [IelI > R. 
Then, under condition (C,), there exists a critical point x0 E X, different from 
0 and e, with critical v ue cB a. 
Zf c = a, the critical point can be taken with jlxOll = R. 
Proof: We begin as in the proof of Theorem 1, in order to get 
inf max Z(g(t))=c>,a=O. 
geGOit<l 
The case c> 0 can be treated exactly asbefore. When c = 0, we proceed 
as follows. If there is a point xOe SR with Z’(x,) = 0, we are done. 
Therefore, we assume that Z’(x) # 0for every x E S,. 
Consider anarbitrary point y E SR, .thus either Z(y) >0 or Z(y) =0, by 
condition (A,). IfZ(y) >0, there exists an open pluri-interval .Z, withcenter 
y such that Z(x) >O for each XE.Z,. IfZ(y) =0, then the vector Z’(y) has 
zero projection onto the tangent space to S, at y, for otherwise we con- 
tradict the hypothesis that Z is non-negative on S,. Hence Z’(y) is 
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orthogonal to S, at y; in other words it is either aninner or outer normal. 
Thus, since Z’ is continuous andZ is non-negative on SR, there is an open 
pluri-interval J, withcenter y such that Z(x) >0 and x. Z’(x) # 0either for 
each xEB,,:=J,,n {zEX: llzll <R} or for each xECy:=Jyn {zEX: 
Ml > R). 
From the open covering {J, :y E S,} of SR we now extract a finite sub- 
covering {J,, ..., J, ,}. It is easily seen that he set lJE, J,, contains an open 
annulus A around S,. We consider the set E= U E 1 (2; n A), where Zi, 
i = l,..., M, denotes J,, if Z( yi) >0, or BY8 or C, if Z(y,) = 0, and Z’(y,) is, 
respectively, the inner normal or the outer normal to S,. Note, from the 
method of construction, hat ifZj and Zj are adjacent, then they cannot be, 
respectively, of the type B,, and C2, or CYl and B,. Evidently, Z(x) >0 for 
every x E ,!? and moreover S,c cl E. Thus, putting 
E, := {x E E: dist (x, A?$) > 6}, 
we may choose 6 > 0 so small that E, separates 0 and e. 
The proof is now easily completed. By achange of scale w can suppose 
6 = 1. Then El and E are related as E and ,!? in the above lemma and in 
Theorem 1. Therefore we are able to apply the final part of the proof of 
Theorem 1to get acritical point wE cl,!? with Z(w) =0. 
In other words, we have proved the xistence of a critical point w in the 
closure ofthe annulus A.Since the distance from the boundary ofA to S, 
can be taken arbitrarily small, a standard compactness argument shows 
that here is a critical point x,ES~ with Z(x,)=O. 
Remark. The assumption (C,) can be avoided inthe case c= a. When 
c > a, this condition s ecessary s may be shown by easy counter-exam- 
ples. 
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